DISSENTING REPORT BY SENATOR ROD KEMP
I have differed from the conclusions and recommendations of my colleagues with
r,espect to the appropriate merger threshold under section 50 of the Trade Practices·:
Act 1974, and the changes to the standard of proof under section 46 of that Act.

Section 50 - the appropriate threshold

Having considered the economic evidence on the effect of mergers presented during
the course of this inquiry, I accept, as does the majority, that it has proved
inconclusive.

In practical terms, I consider that there is insufficient evidence to indicate that any
demonstrable harm has result from the ·applicatiol'.l of the dominance threshold.

For example, the concern expressed by the Trade Practices Commission at the effect
.

'-

of the threshold was not shared by either of its previous two Chairmen or a previous
Commissioner.

Concerns expressed by the Commission with regard to price increases following
mergers in the paint industry, the fibreboard container industry and the wine industry
were not fully supported by the Prices Surveillance Authority.

No conclusive evidence of public detriment was presented to the inquiry as a
consequence of the contentious mergers of the mid 1980s such as Coles/Myer and
News/Herald and Weekly Times.

I acknowledge business concerns that the law governing mergers should be certain
'

and predictable. While the existing

t~st

has been in operation since 1977, it is still

accumulating a body of interpretative law, and that law does not indicate a need for
change. lnc;Jeed, in my view,

anew threshold would simply entail another decade of

uncertainty while the ambit of the new threshold is determined by the courts.
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The importance of interpretation cannot be understated. For example, the Committee
was told that 'the substantial lessening of competition test that applies in America,
'

when you have regard to the environment in which it is applied, looks very much like
our dominance test. 111

Some merger guidelines have been proposed in the majority report. While
acknowledging that such guidelines have merit, they have not been tested, and the
manner in which they would be interpreted is uncertain. The evidence before the
inquiry does not convince me that any distinct recommendations may be made as to
how these guidelines should be interpreted. Also, I am not persuaded that these
guidelines sufficiently clarify what business would be required to comply with under
the changed merger threshold.

I consider that the onus is on those seeking to change the

l~w

to demonstrate the

need for it. I am not convinced that such a need has been demonstrated on the
evidence presented to the inquiry.

Accordingly, I recommend that the existing provisions of section 50 of the Trade
Practices Act 1974 which prohibit mergers or acquisitions which result in or, are likely
to result in, a corporation being in a position to dominate a market for goods and
services or which would substantially strengthen the power of a corporation to
dominate that market be retained.

Section 46 - Standard of proof

The majority report recommends that section 46 of the Trade Practices Act be
-

.

amended to provide· that, where the Trade Practices Commission adduces evidence
I

indicating that it is as likely as not that a breach of the section has occurred, then a

1

Evidence p 191 (Mr Skehill).
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breach will be taken to have occurred unless the defendant adduce:s evidence to
show otherwise.

Proceedings for contraventions of Part IV of the Trade Practices Act (which includes
section 46) are civil, and not criminal, in nature. 2 Therefore, the standard of proof is
the balance of probabilities, after giving due consideration to the seriousness of the
matters in question. 3 Those alleging a misuse of market power must show that it is
more likely than not that it has occurred.

I have considerable doubt as to the

work~bility

and practical effect of a change in the

standard to as likely as not. It may mean that evidence that is not sufficient to
convince a court that an offence has occurred will nevertheless impose a duty on a
defendant to prove their innocence.

While I accept that there are difficulties in the proof of purpose where misuse of
market power is alleged, I consider th.at these difficulties are_ inevitable wherever
purpose or intent must be proved. The court is expressly able to infer purpose from
conduct. 4 I do not consider that the cases show that the difficulties involved in proof
of purpose are insuperable.

I recommend that section 46 of the Trade Practices
Act 1974. should be retained in its
.
present form.

2·

See Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) s 77.

3

See generally TPC v Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Ud (1978) A TPR 40071 at p 17,720; TPC v Nicholas Enterprises Pty Ud {1979} ATPR 40-126 at pp
18,3534; The Heating Centre Ptv ltd v TPC {1986) 9 FCR 153 at 160.

4

Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) s 46(7).

